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TRINITY TABLET.
The OLD RELIABLE Firm of

ERNST SCI-IALL,

D. H. BUELL * * * * * * * • ·

CORNER MAIN AND ASYLUM STREETS,

Manufacturing

Has been succeeded by

*

JeWe11 ef,

*

HANSEL, SLOAN & CO.

*

We carry a large line of

GOLD AND SILVER WATOHE~,,.

-AND-

Jewelry, Canes, Umbrellas, Toilet Sets and

Importer of Dia111011ds and 1Vatcltes.

STERLING SILVER NOVELTIES.

Agents for Arundel Spectacles and

SCARF PINS A SPECIALTY.

- - - - - ; 8 23 Main Street - - - - -
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HURD & MELLEN,
Crockery, ·.·. China, ·.·. Glassware, ·.·. Lamps.
BRIC-A-BRAC FOR WEDDING PRESENTS, &c.

255 Main St.

'

BULL, LAMB & CO.,

WINTHROP B. RANCE
Perfect Bakinc, Quick Draft, and Fine Cutings. BARSTOW"
FURNACE. We have a lone list of city r~ferences for
you.to refer to. HOVSIUJ:PING,.ilm COOIING G00l>S.
l'LVKBntG, 10Bl1NG AN:D IOOrING.

Hartford. 189 & 191 MAIN STREET, HFD., CT.

-+GENTS' :FURNISHINGS.~
'Ihe BEE HIVE, Hartford,

81'0WI\, 11\olI\~OI\ &

Co.

Have always on hand a full assortment of

Has a complete assortment of Furnishing Goods for Gentlemen,
consisting of

-GEN'f'STies, Scarfs, Dress Shirts, Hosiery, Undergarments,
Suspenders, Collars and Cuffs, Gloves and Umbrellas.
These goods are sold at what is known as a " Dry Goods
Profit," and for much lel'S than usual furnishing-house
AT POPULAR PRICES.
prices.
For Economical FurnisMng of Rooms, tlu BEE HIVE
offers Unusual Advantages, in its large assortment of Gloves, Ties, Scarfs, Collars and Cuffs, Hosiery, Under.
Clothing, Handkerchiefs, &c.
all kinds--Curlain1, """uries, Wall Hanpngs, Ca,ptt1,
Bugs, Shades, Mat,, Mattings, &c. A large saving can be
BROWN, THOMSON & CO.,
effected by making your purchases of

Goons E

FURNISHING

The BEE HIVF. 9

Main and Tttmple Streets. Hartford,

Nos. 398, 400 and 402 MAIN STREET, Cheney Block.

THE STUDENTS'

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS IN

Billiard Parlor ®FUR/Yl.:!:rl~RE
§--262 )IAIN STREET,--§

!' large assortment of O\lrmitory Furniture at the lowest,

Refitted with New '11ables November 5th, 1886. pnces.

MATT. H. HEWINS, Prop.

205

'

LINUS T. FENN,
Main Street, corner Mulberry Street.

A. D. VORCE & CO .. FINE ARTS,
276 MAIN STREET,

®-

EASY CHAIRS, COUCHES, LOUNGES, TABLES,.
BOOK CASES AND DESKS.

HARTFORD, CONN.
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---GALLUP AND ~ETZGER, . - -Pianos ~ and • Organs • for ~ Rent ~ and • Sale.
Finest Stock of Banjos, Guitars, and Musical Merchandise,

Special Notice to Students.

16g ASYLUM STREET.

x
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Insurance Company,

J. W. BRINE,

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

~0Ufflff~R,1•

STATEMENT JAN•. I,

1889:

Cub J:a.pital,
- f2 000 000 00
Reserve for Outstanding Losses, '246:175 25
Reserve for Re-Insurance. 1 642 656 49
NET SURPLUS,
- 1:112:• 15 43
TOTAL ASSETS,
- t6,Gel,H7 17
D. W. C. SKILTON Vic•-Pm't
GEO. H. BURDICK' Seci.tary.
CH_AS. E. GALACAR, Au't Sec'y.
'

H. KELLOGG, President.

J. H. MITCHELL. 2d Vice-Prnident.
ALL KINDS OF

H. M. Magill, General Agent Western Department, Cincinnati O.
1'heo. F. S_pear Ass't "
"
"
"
'
A. E. M~llhGeneral A.Jent Pacific Departmen.t,1 San Francisco, Cal.

lBase Ball,
COLLEGE BOOK STORE.
Tennis and eaowtc caoee,
Booksellers a.nd Stationers,
Athletic Goods. N°;_;~B:.:-J'"l=- SUeet.L~=-rc:i.
J. C. HAaT, Resident Agent,

INSPECTION INVITED.

nartford, Conn.

0. B. BOARDMAN,

Hack, Livery & Boarding Stable,

Agency at 51 N. H.

No. 104 Main St, Hartford, Conn,

CHARLES H. BELL,
Druggist and Pharmacist,
STUDENTS' TRADE A SPECIALTY.

213 Main Street,
City Hotel Drug Store.

HARTFORD, CONN.

ALEXANDER CURRY,

·B oots and Shoes,
No.

110

Retreat Avenue,

CLARK

&

RESERVED FOR

EDWARD LEWIS,
No. IO Jarvis Hall.

Hartford, Conn.

SMITH, -

FINE PRINTING,
862 M:All\T STREET.
PRINTERS OF THE "TABLET."

-----FOR-----

FfNE PRINTING,----- G o To A. W. LANG, • • •
62 State Street, (Courant building) Hartford, Conn.

•

Society Work of the Latest and Afost Appmed Styles our
Specialty,
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WHICH IS ALWAYS THE CHEAPEST.

HATS! HATS! HATS !

Ll.....

0. D. Woodruff & Co.,
No. 355 MAIN STREET,
Have juat received all the leadi,:,1

Summer :::: Styles,

THE TRAVELERS,

Including Youman and Dunlap Blocks.

OF HARTFOR D, CONN.

Abo a :Full Line of TRUNKS and TRA VELING~BAGS,.
Which they would be pleased to show to all
the Students,

Only Large Accident Company In America, and
Largest In the World.

Money Lent on==;:===-=--=---=----

Has prospered where concerns with Cheaper
Rates have all died, because it could
be relied on to

' PAY ITS CLAIMS IN FULL
and they could not.

--==.watches and

Diamonds~

~54 :?:v.tain Stteet,

ROOM

3,

itht

<!tnnnctticut

®

l\uttrnt

UFE IN SU RAN CE CO MPANY.

INSt7iANCE KUS'r I iSt7iE,
Or even a low price is so m ttch money

thrown away.

In 1888
the company
received
f rom JIOJI cy-h0 Id ere .,,,-...,...
• ~ •..., - 82, and
rrom
lntere1t
etc ,i.987
tllO
holden for clalm1 cllvtd .14
di; total, IU~.,71.llt. It paid to policymore th
ft
... • d f en • etc., '5.S:1:1,848.SS, nearl_y ,1,000,000.00
am
rec..ve rom them at the ume time lncreulng lta.
groaa au~ta '817,lll0.82.
'
:le. -"-•nt•, .1'•""""11 1, 1889, were :
Loans upon real estate, fint lien,
•
•
t 31 63o,ii8.6oCoat of real estate owaed
9' 045 ,IIC'ig 86
Coat ~f bonds and stocks,'
10' 249 '91 i 3 •
•Cuhmbank, ' . .,.
2'
Premium notes
,568,772.64
1
Other assets '.
,953,501 ,18
'

HE TRAVELERS' RESOURCES

are sufficient to
pay AT ONCE the heaviest mass of
claims that even great railroad and steamboat accidents can bring upon it. PAVS ALL CLAIMS,
without discount, immediately upon receipt of
satisfactory proofs. MOST LIBERAL, NONFORF EITURE provisions in all its policies.

T

ASSETS, -

$

SURPLUS,

i0 383 000
,
'

2 ' 0 41 ' 0 0 0

Its liabilities :e:~tal
and its surplus wa11

0

!

·

_

•
FroM 1846 to 1888 C11al1Uhft.

It paid its policv-holders,
And now holds for them
A total of
While it received from them only
.
A difference of which it ha, pined from interest,

-

•

•

•
•
rents, etc.,

11,012,140.58

$57,46o,649· 20
52 •2 45•939•6r
5, 21 4,709•59

•

f 134 1 611 4s5 15

•
•
•

$191 623 134 35
• • ·

57 ;400;6 49 : 20

155 ,42 4,036.97

f 36 1 99 097 3s

AFTBR P,:YING

KXPltNSltS AND TAXES,

ALL ·

Its expenau have been but 8.4 pl'r cent. of Its Income. It paye for
chla1md•~by de1th and Pndowmenla onr St0,000 dally. send for Forty1 1r .a.nnua1 Ueport, with f ull Information.
JACOB L. GREENBt..Prealdent.
JOHN .IL ·1·AYLO»., Vlce-Prealden'-,
w. G. ABBOT, &ecrf'tary.
D · B · WELLS, Actua1"7.
JOHN D, PA.BK.RR, Au't Sec'y,

H. E PATTEN'S

Dye House and Carpet-Beating Works,.
No. 37 WELLS STREET.

Lace Curtains, Carpets. Kid Gloves, etc.,.
cleaned or dyed. Ladies' and Gentlemen's Gar~n~s o"f every description dyed or nicely cleaned.
without ripping. Also Carpet warp, both white ·
JAS, G. BATTERSON,
RODNEY DEN NIS,
and colored, for sale. Feather Beds renovated.
President.
Secretary, Packages sent by express will meet with prompt .
attention according to directions.
JOHN E. MORRIS, Ass't Sec'y.

Paid Policy-Holders,

$16,000,000
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TOY, ~
..... G:-ilol:' :::: an~ ::::lmpo~t••• -....

t 1 Charles Str~et,

BOSTON.

N 8$r. Beacon St. •

.:An Elegant Stock of Foreign and Domestic f}oods Suitable for Students alway.s on hat)~
at Low Prices.
Age~t for WINCHESTE!t, SON & FLOWERS. a.nd WHITAKER & CO., LONDO,¥,

'T·

N . B.-Will remove to 71 Beacon St., {opposite Public Gardeu.) Sept. 1, 1889.

ROBBINS BROS.,
209 Main Street,

STUDENTS FURNITURE

-ASPECIALTY.

ELECTB..XO TIJ.v.l:E.
THE PERFECT SYSTEM
-FOR.-

IS INVI1'ED TO THE

:SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, .
MANUFACTURIES,
ANI)

PUBLIC

The Attention of Schools and
Colleges

BUILDINGS.

'' Warner System ''
OF ELECTRIC TIME,
which consists of a MASTER
CLOCK and any number of Secondary Clocks attached thereto.

The Master Clock is a marvel of perfect though simple mechanism, being self-winding and requires no attention
·-whatever, as regards winding. These clocks are the REST KNOWN TO SCIENCE. Within the case of the Main
Regulator is placed a gauge which shows the streneth of current sent to Seconda17. Clocks, an indicator which shows
the position at which the clocks stand, and an alarm attachment which rings a bell, tf the c1ocks do not work correctly.
Advantages are : No Winding-, No A ttmtion, A 6so/utely Uniform Tim~, and freedom from accidents.
All of the apparatus is manufactured with ereat care, and is fully guaranteed. The cost of running is practically
nothini after the first outlay, which is as small as consistent with good workmanship.
Among prominent corporations using this system are The N. Y., N. H. and H. R.R. Co.; The N. H. and Derby
R.R. Co.; Conn. Western R. R. Co.; Eddy Electric Co., and The Seth Thomas Clock Co.
Uniformity and punctuality in Schools and Colleges are unquestionably necessary to
·

- - PERFECT SYSTEM,-and excuses for lateness caused by difference in time pieces are prevented by the use of this system, as clocks can be
,placed in any room of a building without regard to posttion of main clock.
The clocks are furnished in either plain or ornamental cases. Estimates for isolated plants will be furnished on
application to the HARTFORD ELECTRIC TIME CO., agents for this city.

H. C. ROBERTS, Manager, 279 Main Street.
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space will be occupied the coming
year by

Bouve, Crawford & Co.,
makers of

The Celebrated Crawford Shoe.

llD

-I

Sold in Hartford

•
•

Their Crawford Shoe Store,

z

only at

-I

247 Main Street,

llD

Ill

~

A

caden_1ic~o

-

Gowns.

R,

'""el

='-'SI ·

Comet a:r111 114 Ka.tm&Ia tor u111,mn1 114 Collt,e u11. Theae Gena ad• Graee 11• f1ll1• te Bptaker'1 form.
Prices according to material. Spec~al prices for large
number to classes. For measurement. send height, width
of shoulders, size of neck, length of sleeve.

Dr. N.

EXPERT IN SHEFFIELD CROWN
AND BRIDGE WORK.

275 Main Street.

-AMO--

lint ~ustom Jhirt l}aker.
Pique and Embroidered Bosom Shirts to
order at Short Notice.
All THE LATEST NOVELTIES IN GENTS' FURNISHINGS,_
'Z 'Z Pearl Street, Hartford, Conn.

J. GOODWIN,

DENTAL ROOMS,

J, GANL.tY, h-Gentlemen's Furnisher

----

Manufacturer of the Celebrated PH(ENIX S.lfIRT.

*l..,lff L,~ *JAPAN t
Baskets, Screens. Silks, Porcelains. arid Decorative

Goo<ls,

·1

RP K.rnyoN~@ !

Unique, Useful and Ornamental.

Wedding and Birthday Clfts.

1

_

··

,.' ... ,"'lr:;TiOP._/

/~

· ~ON~

-

:,

• ;;

-., r

" QUENELLE " HA TS.
All strictly reliable for wearing qualities. Unique and
original styles. Men's Furnishings in complete variety at
moderate prices. Trunks, Bags of Alligator; Silk Um•
brellas. &c.
337 MAIN STREET (Hills' Block).

We supply FAVORS FOR THE GERMAN, and
with due notice will make up specialties.
Loolt at our "LOG CABIN" or Harrison Pitcher.

G. B. COFFIN,

PARK

17 Pratt St.

CENTRAL

LIVERY, SALE, BOARDING AND

WOOD'S

•Palace@ of@ Music,®
231 Asylum Street.

--•---•-

PIANOS, GUITARS, BANJOS, Etc.
Everythi11g in the line of Music at Pop1'lar
Prices.

--•--

INS fRUMENTS RENTED.

·.·HACK STABLES:.·
Students' Trade Specially Solicited.

"GERMANS u WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.

TEWKSBURY BROTHERS, Proprietors,
Telephone connection.
87 BIGH S'l'IU'l', llartfo:4, 0Gu.

•o.

E, S. FORBIS,

L, H. BUCKLAND •.

Forbes & Buckland,
Importers, Jobbers and Dealers in

CHINAANDGLASSWARE
Lamps and Fixtures,

GOODWIN'S

DRUG SfORE:,

Cor. Main and State Street.

Silver \Vare, Wooden Ware, Granite Iron Ware, Mantle.
and Cabinet Ornaments, Specialties.

The verg best of evergthing in the drug line.

0 PEN

ALL

N IC_HT.

TIMES BUILDING:

256

MAIN STREET,
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the lack of literary activity shown by the
majority of the men, and the out-going
board has been compelled to contend with .
this latter difficulty, especially, in a remark.Published every three weeks during term-time by able degree. It must be conceded by everyone that they have shown their ability to rise
the Students of
to the emergency, and have always succeeded
in bringing out a paper which has cast credit
TRINITY COLLEGE.
upon both the college and themselves. Jt is
with feelings of great trepidation and doubt
of our ability to equal the record of our
BOARD OF EDITORS:
predecessors. that we, the new board, assume
the control of the TABLET. We enter upon
T. A. Conover, 'go.
Managi11g- Editor,
our duties with a deep sense of the respon• David Van Sdiaad, '91'
11[.ifn-ary Editor, sibility that we are assuming and with the
firm intention of making, aa far as lies within
iJusin1ss Editor,
E. M,P. A-I,Cook, 'qo. our power, the TABLET of next year as
creditable a publication as have been those
which were conducted by the out-going
C. s. GRISWOLD, 'go.
board and its predecessors.

¢ht ¢rinitg ¢aLltt.

,R. LEB. LYNCH, 'go,

L.

w.

ROGERS, '91.

Terms $2.00 per year.
Single copies, 20 cents,
Subscriptions, Advertisements and Communications
. --should be addressed to
THE TRINITY TABLET,

.p, 0. Box 398,

HARTFORD, CONN.

Tiu TABLET is fo,. sa/1 rtg-1'/arf;, al flu BooR Stor,s
6-- Gross, 79 A1ylr'1t1 St., and 7. R. B11rlow,
,'232 Al)'/u,,, St,, a11d at No. ;13 7arvi1 Hall, Trinity Colkg-t,

•-1/ Bro,un

-JTtoisassume
always embarassing for a new board
the control of any publication,
-.1nd especially of a college journal, where the
-Ghange is particularly noted and invariably
-commented upon with great severity. This
must be especially true in the present
instance when one considers the faithful
work which has been dene by 'Eighty-nine
·throughout their management of the TABLET.
. t is always hard to conduct the .TABLET on
.account of the small size of t.be college and

E think that we express the voice of the
W
entire college when, in bidding farewell to 'Eighty-nine, we say that although
she has not been prominent in those departments of college life which are uppermost in
the minds of the average under~raduate,
athletics, etc., they have nevertheless established for themselves an admirable reputation
in scholarship and dignity, things which go
far more toward marking the individuality of
a ~ollege and a man, than do the evanescent glories of base-ball and intercollegate
athletics. It is with hearty good-will and
an earnest hope for a repetition in life of the
success which they have so de!ervedly earned
in college that we bid farewell to 'Eightynine.
WE congratulate the Athletic Association
most heartily upon their success in
obtaining an appropriatfon from the Trustees
to aid in supplying the long-felt need of an
athletic field. Estimates have been presented to the effect that the draining of the field
will cost six hundred dollars, and the fence

90
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about seven hundred. The appropriation
was only five hundred, and accordingly eight
hundred is yet needed. Now, where must
it come from ? The answer is, from you, our
readers! All under-graduates and alumni
must join hands and help on the good cause,
if it be only a little. We must have a good
athletic field, before we can hope to have
good athletics. Every man of you therefore
must do his best to bring this about. Double,
if possible, the amount required, so that a
track, tennis courts, and grand stand may
also grace the athlete's home. Then, we
shall certainly see Trinity gradually ascend
the ladder of prosperity and offer on its way
additional allurements to those which already
make her one of the most attractive among
her sister colleges.
THE fact that the college has seen fit to
withdraw from the New England Intercollegiate Base Ball Association must not lead
any one to infer that Trinity has taken a
backward step in athletics. By no means is
it so. This action of the college we heartily
commend, for the reason that in such a small
college as ours the scarcity of good players
and the lack of funds often embarrass the
athletic organizations to such an extent that
they are forced to forfeit scheduled games.
Now, such an action as that is considered
dishonorable at Trinity, and excusable only
as an absolute necessity. Rather, therefore,
than run the risk of putting to any inconvenience her sister colleges, Trinity. we deem it,
has done the wisest thing she could in retiring
from the league. Notwithstanding, however,
we trust that many games may be arranged
with those colleges which we have left as
associates, but never as anything but friends,
that we may show them how much we enjoy
the time spent upon the ball grounds with
them. To Amherst, especially, we owe an
apology for cancelling the last two games with
her, but we assure her that nothing would
have compelled us to do so but sheer necessity, and we trust that our action did not
materially inconvenience her.
OW that the Academic yea.r has come to
N
an end everyone naturally is inclined to
devote some time to the consideration of the
working power of the only important innovation which has recently been introduced into

TABLET.

our co!lege life, the new marking system.
Even 1f the ultimate decision be that thescheme is a dismal failure, the Faculty certainly deserves to be congratulated un the
skill and ingenuity which has evolved one of
the most complicated arrangements of life·
that the collegiate world has ever known.
One of the greatest obstacles to the success.
of the new system is that there are absolutely no undergraduates and but few members of the Faculty who seem to have even
an approximate idea of its meaning. This
almost universal ignorance leaves everyone,
who has any inclination to enjoy the good
things of life and to take as much as the law
allows, in a most unpleasant state of doubt.
and uncertainty. For several weeks after
any indiscretion it is absolutely impossible
to find out what department it will effect
and t~ what extent. The result, in a great
many mstances, has been that " suspension '~
has soon stared one in the face with somewhat such an effect as would be produced
by the sound of thunder in a clear sky. If
the practical results are to be taken as a criterion the present system has not been remarkably successful, for the number of suspensions this year far surpasses the records
for several years past. Again, and to produce a desirable improvement in this was
one of the principal reasons alleged in behalf
of the c~ange, as to its effect on morality,
viewed m the particular light of truthfulness
although it does not offer such a broad field
for f~lsehood as did the preceding scheme, it
req mres, on the other hand, a far more scientific management of that faculty, and places
a high premium upon proficiency in its use.
To become a shining light in the domain of
misrepresentation, it is now absolutely necessary for a man to be cultured and elegant in
his manipulations and transformations of the •
truth. A broad comprehensive grasp of the
subject and an accurate knowledge of the
more minute details have now become such a
necessity that they might well be incorporated,
in the next college curriculum. Now, if a
man has a large number of marks and then
happens to miss a chapel, he simply remains.
in his section throughout the entire day and
sends in an excuse for illness. Last year he
would have obtained an excuse for his ab- sence from chapel and the first recitation
possibly and then would have attended th~
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rest of his recitations. If one thinks of the
numerous comparisons of like nature which
c~n easily be instituted, it is not difficult for
him to grasp the subtle shades of distinction
·between the old and the new regimes. Although we can hardly be congratulated on
our new marking system, we can keep up
-our spirits with the hope that the Faculty are
evolving a scheme on the same principle that
is evident in regard to the highest powers
from the fact of Medireval History embracing
the fall of the old order of the civilization and
-the rise of the new.
base-ball season has closed, and we
T HE
may well look with sorrow and regret
upon the extremely poor s~owing that ~he
nine has made this year. With the exception
of weakness in the box, it started out with
.good material. On the return from the
Easter trip, considerini the extremely good
playing that the nine did then, our hopes
·were raised very high, and all thought that
Trinity would make a creditable showing in
the league. That there has been excellent
material in the nine no one in college for a
moment hesitates to admit. 'What then are
·the reasons that the team has done so poorly
and brought almost shame. upon the col_lege
-in this department of athletics? Our failure
.is chiefly due to the fact that there was a
most wanton and shameful lack of practice.
Very few days throughout the whole season
has the team had what may be called long,
hard thorough, earnest, systematic practice
in th~ field. Consequently whenever a fairly
<lifficult situation arose in a game nobody on
the team knew what to do. As for fine team
work there was not one illustration of it dur-ing the entire season. There was also an inexcusable lack of practice in batting. There
are many good batters on the team to-day,
but because of the want of even a moderate
amount of practice they have not been developed. A number of games could easily have
been won, could only the "needed single "
have been made at the proper time. But no,
it never came, artd the side would frequently
:be retired, leaving two and three men on
bases. These situations were simply and
wholly due to the lack of that practice which
the team should have had daily. The ques--tion now arises, who is to blame for such
..neglect of work and duty? That we have

gr

h~d an over lenient and easy captain this year
is the sad truth. But in our opinion he little
deserves all the censure that he has received.
The blame lies chiefly in the men themselves.
Trinity men seem to be especially devoid of
all idea of the element of personal responsibility in athletics. When a man succeeds
in gaining some position on the various teams
his personal gratification has been satisfied
and that seems to be everything to him, He
immediately falls off from doing hard daily
work, and only practices when and as much
as he pleases. This course of procedure can
be easily taken· by men in a small college
like ours, where there are only a few men to
draw from, and there is no possibility of
removing any one. Many men here, good
players, allow the slightest, most trivial reason to keep them from pra~tice. This is
wrong. Every man, as soon as he obtains a
position on any team, should recognize that
he is holding a responsible position, and that
he is responsible to the college. Personal
gratification and glory may be well enough,
but we are servants of the college, men committed with a trust. In order that we may
make good that trust and gain success, hard
daily work in practice should be done by
each man individual1y. In our opinion, the
men this year on the ball nine have entirely
lacked this feeling and spirit, and therein lies
the reason of our failure. It is too late to
rectify the defect this year, but let us try
next year to let the element of personal
responsibility to the college enter into athletic
work. If this is done, we shall have a ball
nine that will be a pleasure and a pride to all,
and not a disgrace, as the present one has
been.
Commencement exercises were the
T HE
most successful that have been held for
many years. The beauty of the day called
forth an extremely large attendance and the
house was filled with a brilliant audience of
intellect and fashion. Trinity Commencements
have always been noted for the impressiveness
and dignity which characterize the exercises,
and certainly none has more fully served to
illustrate the fact than the Sixty-Third. The
orations delivered were of an interesting nature and were sufficiently brief and concise to
obviate the tedium which usually considered
to be inseparately connected with Commencements.
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LOVE AND MEMORY.
'' Too few," you say," the days for love to grow
Since face to face we met, for all sweet flowers
Come slowly to the light, and this of ours
Is but of yesterday " ! Ah, say not so :
All kindly thoughts and all, we come to know
Of loyalty and faith, unfold our powers
For gentle love. He reckons not the hours
But builds on memories,
Long years ago
When my young heart thrilled at some poet's song,
'Twas you, I reverenced in the heroine,
'Twas then, though far _apart, we grew akin.
Does not the soul of Shakespear's Imogen,
That pure and queenly soul, severe and strong,
Through your clear eyes look on the world again ?

J.
MORITURUS.
My children's shouts float in the open door,
Blent with the chirping cricket's merry din•
Fresh, joyous cries, whose music is akin
To nature"s sounds. Ah, what has life in store
For them ? Far off I hear a sullen roarThe soulless city's ceaseless cry, wherein
Is raised the dull refrain of grief and sin,
Sad minor chords, recurrent evermore.
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Hamlin acted as prosecuting a.ttorneys, while
Messrs. Thurston and Young pleaded Anna's
innocence. .When the trial was over, the
victim was led in solemn procession to the
funeral pyre, where she was bound to the
stake, while the class chanted the committal
hymn, the Latin version of the formula forthe demonstration of the proposition represented by the design of the programme.
Mr. D. VanSchaack then delivered thefuneral oration, after which the poem was- ·
read by Mr. H. Howard, and Mr. L.~W.
Rogers gave the freshmen a few words of·
timely warning and advice. The exercises.
being finished, all repaired to the old gymnasium, where refreshments of the most approved stamp were served and a merry timeensued.
THE ALUMNUS'S LAMENT.

But I must leave them soon. 0 Time, refrain,Thou bringst cold death, who, hid among thy train,
Is pacing nearer, keeping step with thee:
I see his calm, grey eye ; I pray in vain :
He lifts his hand and beckons unto me.
O God, my Father, Thou their Father be!

J.
THE BURNING OF ANALYTICS.

The burning of Analytics took place on
the 4th inst., with '91 acting as "master of
ceremonies." In observing a college custom
of so many years sta~ding as this, it is naturally difficult to provide an entertainment
which will be new and of interest to the spectators. But '91 prove herself equal to · the
occasion.
.
In the first place, the programmes were
the neatest and most appropriate, and showed
the most originality, of any which have been
gotten up here for many years. They were
circular in form, the design being the figure
of a circle whose center is at the origin. In
the several quadrants were given in order the
different events of the evening, in Latin.
The first quadrant was occupied by the trial,
the titles of the officers of the court being
analytical terms. Mr. W. C: Hicks presided
as judge. Messrs I. W. Hughes and G. N.

Of cigars there are plenty more in the box
And the stem is full to the brim
But the place is lonely and no one knocks ;
The light of the lamp seems dim.
Oh where is the light that used to shine
In P--r's wide blue eyes ?
And where is the music that danced like wine
0 D--s's minstrelsies ?
Is the road to Farmington still the same,
And to Windsor, by the river?
Does Mulberry Street know Heublein's name ?
Do the tables in Commons quiver
When the foot-ball heroes march along
To their places with loud acclaim
Yes, we are gone but the merry throng
Still honors the good old game.
Of cigars there are plenty more in the box
And the stem is full to the brim,
But my heart is lonely for no one knocks,
And the light of my life is dim.
'88.

WINGED WORDS.
The bee that darts in June's most glorious hour;.
From white to purple, sucking out the sweet,
Knows not it carries on its downy feet
And honey-moistened wini5, a maiic power •
A golden marriage-dust, which some stray flower
Receiving, feels the the ovule's life-blood beat
And finds a new force working to complete
The unfilled promise of its maiden dower.
So some chance utterance, some wing~d word
Let fall in common speech, with slight intent
Has subtle influence on the poet's soul,
Calling to life some thou~ht he had not heard,
Nor knew he had within him 'till't was blent
With free exterior, to a perfect whole.
H, M. BELDEN-
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GREIFENSTEIN.

Mr. Crawford has again given us a most
•-interesting novel, both in plot and character.
He has sought new fields for material and has
•been very happy in his selection. "Grei;-fenstein" is on an entirely different plan
-from any of his former works. Th~ scene is
laid ii} Germany an_d i!1trod uces us mto _G_erman student life wluch 1s not only entertammg
but instructive. The characters are few and
are more ethically treated than in his other
works, with the exception, perhaps, of " Mar. zio " in " Marzio's Crucifix."
Greifenstein, commonly known, however,
as Grief, son of Baron von Greifenstein, is betrothed to Hilda, his cousin, daughter of Fra
von Sigmundskron. The blot on the escut•cheon of the family is the disgrace of Kuno
von Riesneck, half brother to the baron, who
betrayed an arsenal into . the hands of th_e
· rebels during the revolution of I 848. This
·fact is only known to the baron, his son,. and
Frau von Sigmundskron. Frau von Gre1fenstein is a vain, foolish woman of fading beauty
and loved but little by her courtly husband.
Greif. durina his last year at the University,
'
• u called
forII> convenience Schwarzb urg, " b ecomes very intimate with a student known by
the name of "Rex," a man of great personal
magnet.ism and moral fore~.
. .
.
Von Riesneck returns m dtsgmse to his
brother's castle, and tells him the story of his
ilife : how his wife prompted him to the act
of treachery against his country, and how he
·believed her dead. When Baron von Greifenstein presents Von Riesneck to his wife_he
recognizes her as the woman who worried
him. Relentless in his idea of justice, and
, overwhelmed by the fatality, Von Greifenstein
kills the wretched woman, and then the two
men shoot themselves to forever blot out the
disgrace. • Greifenstein hears of this during
the festivities attending his graduation, and
immediately sets out for home accompanied
by his friend Rex. When they arrive, Rex
learns the true cause of the calamity, in "a
letter Riesneck has left for him, to the effect
·,-that he, Rex, is the only son of Von Riesneck
and Frau von Greifenstein. This being the
case Rex is the rightful heir and Greif is but
.. an iilegitimate son. Steadfast in his affection
:-for Greif. Rex destroys the letter, knowing
that the truth would cause the separation of
~:Hilda and Greif.
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Greif is persuaded to change his name to that
of Sigmundskron and marries Hilda, there~y
perpetuating the name of the noble fa!11tly
and blotting out forever the name of Gre1fenstein-so disgraced by the mysterious calamity. After living with them during the first
few months of their married life, Rex finds
out that he is in love with Hilda, his half
brother's wife. Horrified at the seeming
similarity between this and his own mother's
life, he determines to kill himself, therehy
forever burying the terrible secret he alone
knows.
But owing to an old servant a letter has
been found, written by Baron von Greifenstcin, telling his son of his true position.
Hilda and her husband read it together.
Greif is overwhelmed at the disgrace he has
brought in the family of Sigmundskron by
marrying Hilda and taking her name; but,
she, with her pure heart, sees no disgrace in
it as their love is beyond that. They both
seek Rex as he is about to take his life. A
complete confession follows and they resolve
forever to let the secret die as Greif is now in
full legal possession of the name of Sigmundskron.
This in brief is the story. In it Crawford
has risen to the level of Hawthorne. The blind
fate pursuing the family is finely worked out,
and it is quite possible that the author himself did not know what his final result would
be when he was writing. There is something
grand in the picture of the two men, ending
their lives to blot out the disgrace that came
to them through no fault of their own comm1ss1on. The character of Hilda is that of
perfect trust and love, joined to great nobility
of character. The entire story is an evolution
of moral force. Although tragic in its action
it misses being sensational, owing to this ethical quality It carries us back to the times
when men were moved by strong passions
and became a law unto themselves, taking
justice into their own hands and acting in
accordance with their moral convictions.
BASE BALL.

On June 7th, Trinity played her second
championship game with Amherst. Both
teams played faidy good ball, but Trinity's
in-field made some very costly errors, allowing the visitors to score more runs than
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they were at all entitled to. Our team was
very much weakened by Graves having his
thumb so badly injured in the second inning
that he was obliged to leave the field. M.
R. Wright came into catch and did very
creditabl~ work.
Lynch went to centre
field. The game was a very good contest
between the pitchers. The Amherst men
could only find Dingwall for five hits, while
Trinity could do nothing with Hare, making
only two safe hits off of him. The feature of
the game was the long drive of "Popes near
the center field fence; the batting of Storrs
also deserves to be mentioned.
TRINITY.

A. B.

Brady, 2 b.. .•••••.••
Cheritree, I b. ...•.

4
3

Dingwall,,..........
Lynch, c. ........ •••
Wright, c. f., c.....
Laidley, 3 b...... •••
Scott, r.
~~ft:i~;,ni.

4

£.............

3

3
3
4

E.

I
0

I
0

B. H.

I

I

I

o

o

10

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

3

9

2

0

5
o

3

1

0

0

°

P. O.

A..

R.

0
0
2
0

t_~::·:::: : ! ~ ! ~ ~
__.:....;_____ 1 - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - L - -

Totals........... 29
3
2
24
°
7
-------~--'-------------AMHERST.

Belcher. r. f .........
Storrs, 1. f ............
Sullivan, 3 b ........
Thayer, 2 b ..........
Waldbridge, I b ...
Pope, s. s .............
Sexton, c. f ....••. ...
A llen, c ...............
Hare, p ..............
Totals ...........

A. B.

R.

B, H,

2

3

5
4
4

2
I
0

I
2
0

4

2

0

4
4
4

I

I

0

0

16

•o

26

21

4

I

2

I

0
0
0

33

IO

5

0

P. 0,

0

A.,

A. B.

Brady, :. b............
Cheritree, I b. .••.••
Diniwall, p. •.••••••
Graves, c ••••••••••••
Wright, s. s., •..•.•..
Shannon, c. f.. ......
Laidley, 3 b.........
Scott, r. f ••••••. •••••
Conover, 1. f .........
Totals...........
LAFAYETTE.

R.

B. H,

I

3

P.O.

A..

E

2
0

o

3
13
o

12

o
o
o

I
I
I

0
0
2
0

O
2

o

o

o
o

o
o

2

2

38

6

8

27

19

s.

A. B.

R.

A..

E

5

s
5
4
4
4

4

o
o
2
I

I

s

2

3
o
o
_ _4'---__2_ _ _ 1_ _ _1_ _ _0_ _
0

1

B. H.

P.O.

Clarke, 2 b....... •••
S
I
I
6
o
o.
Mackey, c. f. •.......
4
I
2
I
o
I
March, s. s. ........ •.
S
I
I
2
I
2
o,
Long, C, f .....•••••••
4
I
2
2
0
Gilchrist, I b......
5
I
2
3
2
O,
Elder, 3 b...... .•••••
5
I
o
o
I
I.
Wells, c............ •.•
3
I
o
12
3
0
Rowan, r. f. . . •.•• •••
2
3
o
o
o
0Baxter, p .•••••••••••• _ _4___1_ _
· _1_ _1_ _1_;4:...__1,
1
Totals........... 37
n
9
27
21
s.
Earned runs-Trinity 3, Lafayette o. Base on ballsTrinity 1, Lafayette 6. Struck out-Trinity II, Lafayette 4. Two base hit-Brady I. Three base hit-Brad~
L eft on bases-T nnity
• · 4, L a fayette 6. Umpire-R.
I.
LeB. Lynch, Trinity 'go.

E,

C)

0
0
I
I
0

0
0
0
I
0

0

2

2

I

0

II

I

0
I

2
I
2
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Base on balls-Trinity 4, Amherst 5. Struck outTrinity 12, Amherst 7. Two base hit-Storrs. Three
b ase hit-Pope. Stolen bases-Wright 1, Scott 1, Belcher
Passed balls-Wright 3, Allen
2 , Waldbridge I, Hare 2.
3. Wild pitch-Hare 2. Umpire-Mr. T. H. Bond.
Time I h. 45 min.

On the 13th, Trinity met her second defeat this year from Lafayette. The game
was well played by both sides, and at times
was very brilliant. Our men had the game
won at one time, but because of very poor
and inexcusable decisions of the umpire they
became rattled and allowed four runs to be
scored in one inning. Although- we were
defeated the nine deserves great credit for its
good playing; and it can be truly said t!tat
the umpire lost the game. Brady1 s battmg
was the great feature of the game.

'NEATH THE ELMS.

I.

'Neath the Elms of our old Trinity.
'Neath the Elms of our old Trinity.
No more shall we meet
Our class-mates to greet
'Neath the Elms of our old Trinity.

Chorus-'Neath the Elms of our old Trinity.
·
'Neath the Elms of our old Trinity.
Oh, its seldom we'll meet in the moonlight so sweet,
'Neath the Elms of our old Trinity.
2.

On the hills of our old Trinity,
In the halls of our old Trinity
There is right merry cheer,
There are friends tr~ ancl dear,
In the halls of our old Trinity.

3,

College days are from care and sorrow free •.
And of't will we seek in memory
The days that are past,
Far too joyous to last,
'Neath the Elms of our old Trinity.

4.

Then sing to our old Trinity,
To our dear old Alma Mater, Trinity ..
We're together to-dayAnd to-morrow away,
Far away from our old Trinity.
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Schaack literary editor, and E. McCook, business.editor. All communications should be
Here at the pleasant twilight hour,
directed to the business editor.
When daily tasks are o'er,
The sophomore editors for next year will
We gather round the chapel steps
be chosen three weeks after the beginr. ing of
To sing our songs once more.
the Christmas Term. It .is urged upon every
The braided branches of the elms
man in '92 to enter into the competition.
In silence bend to hear
Summer vacation serves well for the cultivaWhile hoary walls and ancient halls
tion of literary ability.
Ring back our tones of cheer.
A college meeting was recently callerl to
From every haunted niche a voice
consider
the question of withdrawing from
That sang in other days
the New England Inter-collegiate Base Ball
The courant of our hopes and joys
League. The meeting was not as large as it
Runs swiftly 'neath our lays,
should have been, but the decision was almost
No students' songs, no mimic arts
unanimous in favor of the resignation, and the
Your inborn charms can gain
You cheer our thinty, dusty hearts
manager was instructed to tender the same to
Like chiming drops 0£ rain.
the association.
Barber and Miner, '90, have been appointed chapel monitors for next year.
COLLEGE AND CAMPUS.
The Lafayette team spent two nights here
Rah! Rah! Rah! Trin-i-ty ! Boom Rah! while on their trip. The college was very
Boom Rah! Trin-i-ty ! Hurrah for the great glad to have the honor of entertaining them.
reunion at Mt. Gretna!
Where was the glee club during the long
Mr. Coleman has sent another circular let- evenings of June? They might have given
ter to all the under-graduates and alumni. some delightful out-door concerts, and affordHe has also kindly offered to pay all the ex- ed a great deal of pleasure to every one.
penses of the college octette to insure good They disbanded too soon.
singing in camp.
The text book in English History (elective)
About twenty-five or thirty men went to for the juniors next term will be Green's
New York by the boat Thursday afternoon, Sltort History of tlte Englislt People. Memand joined the Trinity special train at I P. M. bers of the class will be expected to do work
the next day. Nearly seventy-five under- outside of the text book upon specially asgraduates in all have gone to Mt. Gretna .and signed topics. The text book for the fresha great many _more alumni.
men and sophomore science courses in HisShannon, '87, accompanies the nine to tory will be the same as last year. The elecCornwall. He and M. Wright will probably tive course in Political Economy will be upon
orm one battery, Dingwall and Graves being the sur,ject of socialism. Ely's Frenclt and
the other. The regular team is com posed as German Sodalt"sm will be used, but outside
follows: Brady, Cheritree, M. Wright, Graves, work will also be required. No essays will
Dingwall, Scott, Lynch, Laidley, Hamlin, E. be demanded of the juniors in elective hisBulkeley and Conover. Noyes will act as tory, next term.
scorer and Kramer as manager.
The Latin Room has lately been furnished
Bra~e up now and win some games! You with an elegant chandelier. It adds much to
can do it easily.
the appearance of the room. Prof. McCook
Upon a vote of the nine held recently, has also tastefully decorated the walls of his
Brady, '90, was elected captain for the sea- recitation room with photographs of many
son of 1890. Graves received five votes, French and German authors.
Brady six.
By an Act ·of the Legislature, passed lately,
At a meeting of the TABLET BOARD held the college authorities will be compelled to
June 4, Rogers, Van Schaack, and Lynch were pave the sidewalk upon Broad St., .which exelected to fill the positions which had been tends along the eastern limit of the college
made vacant by the resignations of Tuttle, property.
Sennett and Noyes, of the senior class. At
The two parties which proposed to" tramp
a later meeting for the election of officers, Europe" this summer have abandoned their
Conover was elected managing editor, Van
CHAPEL STEPS.
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scheme, and will postpone their trips until
their wedding tours.
The Missionary Society has made about
twenty-five dollars this past year in selling
old books and furniture on commission; and
apart from that, it has been a great convenience to the students in taking charge of these
articles. Barber, 'go, Young and Hicks, '91,
are the committee for next year.
The Athletic Association held its regular
annual meeting for the election of officers on
Saturday, June I. The result of the election
was as follows: President, T. A. Conover, '90;
Vice President, R. McC. Brady, '90; Secretary, W. E. A. Bulkeley, '90 ;" Treasurer, E.
R. Lampson, Jr., '91; the foot ball directors,
G. P. Coleman, 'go, E. R. Lampson, Jr., '91,
and J. A. Turnbull, '92 ; the base ball directors, G. P. Coleman, '90, W. H. McCullough,
'9 r, and C. E. Taylor, '92 ; the tennis directors, R. H. Hutchins, '90, W. Wright, '91,
J. Paine, '92. The Executive Committee
consists of the president, vice president, captain, secretary, and treasurer; and R. H.
Hutchins, :go, T. P. Thurston, 91, and H. S.
Graves, '92. The following committees were
appointed by the president : Auditing Committee, Brady, '90, Hutchins, '90, and Thurston, '91; the Trophy Room Committee,
Conover, 'go, Brady, 'go, W. Bulkeley, '90,
and Lampson, '91; the Committee on the
Athletic Field, Conover, '90, the captain of
the foot ball team, and the captain of the
base ball team. Professors Luther and McCook have kindly consented to act as an advisory board to this committee.
The tradesmen in Hartford think that some
,of the " birds " in college have crooked bills.
The Reading Room Committee have furnished the following memoranda of receipts
and expenditures for the last year:
Receipts:
From the seniors,
$16.50
"
Juniors,
I 3.00
"
sophomores, 25.50
"
freshmen,
19.75
" sale of waste paper, .7 5
Total
-75.50
Expenditures:
Bills for literature,
82. 56
Deficit,
$7.06
Several subscriptions still remain unpaid.
The elective Greek class next term will
read the Clouds of Aristopkanes ,- the elective Latin class, De Oj/iciis.

Applications for rooms should be made to
the President or Treasurer of the college as
soon as possible.
Class Day invitations were very handsomely engraved this year.
Bishop Rulinson, assistant bishop of Central
Pennsylvania, will preach in Camp Trinity
to-morrow.
The following is a list of the winners of the
various prizes offered by the college.
Prize Version Declamation-Williams, '89..
Tuttle Prize-Frye, '89.
Chemical Prize-1st, Williams, '90, 2nd,
Coleman, '90.
Latin Prize-Howard, '91.
Goodwin Greek Prizes-1st, not awarded,
2nd, Randall, '92.
Historical Prize-Fell, '89.
English Composition Prize-1st, Van
Schaack, '91 and W. Wright, '91. 2nd, Green,
Howard and Young.
The new marking system will probably be
slightly revised next year.
The standing of the first third of the Senior
Class was as follows :
·
1. Scudder, 9. 5, was graduated optimus
and cum honore in Greek and Latin.
2. Fell, 9.2, cum honore in Astronomy,
Chemistry and Physics.
3. Williams, 9. I, cum honore in Latin.
4. Beers, 9.07, cum honore in Astronomy,
Chemistry, Mathematics and Modern Languages.
5. Frye, 9.01, ~um honore in Astronomy
and Mathematics.
6. Douglass, 8.8, cum honore in Astro11omy, Mathematics and Physics.
Sennett also obtained honors for the course
in Greek, Latin and Modern Languages,
Sullivan in English and French and Schiltz
in Modern Languages.
In the honor list for the year, '89 has seventeen honor-men, '90 has fifteen, '91 has nineteen and '92 seven.
About $125 was cleared by the Senior
Theatricals last Monday evening.
A very amusing game of base-ball was
played upon the campus on Alumni Day between the undergraduates and alumni. The
score was not computable.
Eighteen men have elected Greek for next
term ; twelve, English : ten, calculus ; seven,
history; five, Latin ; five, anthropology; four,
biology; four, ethics ; three, practical chem -
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istry ; one, practical Physics ; and one, Political Economy.
Trinity has completed the $1,000 fund
which entitles her to a life membership of the
Classical School of Athens. Many thanks
are due to Mr. R. H. Smith, who was the
successful treasurer of the fund.
At a meeting of the Trustees, held June
26, many wise and important appropriations
were made for improving the grounds, repairing, &c. Five hundred dollars to put
the athletic field in order was also voted, provided the remaining six hundred dollars of the
necessary fund be raised by the athletic association. Good for the Trustees! Now, we
must do our part, and we shall have a good
field next autumn.
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The Faculty of Trinity College, called together by the announcement of the death of
their colleague, John Br_ocklesby, LL.D., for
forty years Professor and for seven years
Professor Emeritus in this College, desire to
place on record the tribute of their veneration for his character and of their high estimate of the value of his long-continued
labors in the College. With an unfailing
affection for the institution, he devoted to its
welfare the powers of his mind and the energies of his life ; and with an unfeigned interest in each of the many students who received his instruction and experienced his
care, he exerted the influence of a sympathetic and kind friend. To the wisdom of a
scholar and the simplicity of a true student
of nature he added the gentleness and humility of a disciple of Christ ; and his
OBITUARY.
memory will be cherished as that of a good
Professor JOHN BROCKLESBY, LL.D., died man who served his generation by the will of
at his residence in Hartford, 011 Friday, June God.
21st, at the 78th year of his age. He was
The Faculty extend to his (amily the asborn in West Bromwich, in England, but surance of their sincere sympathy; and as a
came to this country when about nine years · mark of respect to his memory they have
old. He was graduated at Yale College in voted to attend the funeral services and have
1835, with the third honors of the class, and placed the symbols of mourning in the Colfor two years was a tutor in that institution. In leg-e Chapel.
1842 he accepted the professorship of Mathe- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . - . PERSONALS.
matics and Natural Philosophy~which also
included Astronomy-in Trinity College,
and continued in the faithful discharge of his
JARVIS, '45. The Rev. S. F. Jarvis has been
duties for forty _years, though in 1873 he was _elected A;rchdeacon of the ~-astern Archdeaconry
relieved of the instruction in Mathematics. of the Diocese of Connecticut.
In 1882 he retired from active duty and was
BACON, '46. The Hon. J. W. Bacon has been
given an appointment as Professor Emeritus. appointed a member of the commission to take
Professor Brocklesby was the author of charge of the topographical survey of the State
text-books in Meteorology, Miscroscophy, of LOVERIDGE,
Connecticut.'50. The address of the Rev. D.
Astronomy, and Physical Geography, which E. "Loveridge is Portland, Oregon.
were highly esteemed; a~d he _ma?e m:iny
FERGUSON, 59. It is reported that E. M.
interesting and valuable mveStlgations mto Ferguson has become 'the owner of the larger
natural phenomena. He attracted the st u- part of Fisher's Island, in Long Island Sound.
dents in the many classes which he in st ructed,
AcKLEY, '6J. The Rev. W. N. Ackley has acnot only by his learning but also by his cepted the Rectorship of St. Peter's Church,
goodness and the unfailing kindliness of his Narragansett Pier. R. I.
heart, and he was beloved by his pupils witlt
DUNHAM, '66. The Rev. F. B. Dunham has
a true and lasting affection.
taken charge of a new mission in South Park,
Professor Brocklesby was the founder of Chicago, Ills.
the Connecticut Beta of the Phi Beta Kappa
HARRADEN, '67. The address of the Rev. F.
and for twenty-two years its President. In S. Harraden has been changed to Hanover,
1880 the chapter presented to the college his Mass.
portrait, which now hangs in the mathemaNORTON, '68. The Rev. Frank L. Norton,
tical room.
D. D., has resigned the rectorship of St.
The Faculty have adopted the followint: Stephen's Church, Lynn, Mass., and has removed to Cazenovia, N. Y.
minute:
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LEROY '6g. The Rev. Jacob LeRoy has
been elected Rector of the Church of St. Martinin-the-Fields, Wissahickon, Philadelphia, Penn.
MORGAN, , 70. The address of the Rev. G. B.
Morgan is 82 4 York St., New Haven, Conn.
SwENSON, '7o.
Married, in St. James'
Church, New York, June 10th, Eric Pierson
Swenson and Miss Maud Tilghman.
CHAPMAN, '8o. Married, in Christ Church,
Hartford, June 5th, Thomas Brownell Chapman
and Miss Helen Louise Post. A hymn for the
marriage was written by R. E. Burton, Ph.D., '83.
Among the ushers were F. DeP. Hall, '78; W.
N. Elbert, '79; E. D. Appleton, '80; F. R.
Curtis, '70. Their wedding reception took place
June 26th. They will reside on Woodland St.,
Hartford.
CooK, '81. The Rev. C. S. Cook has been
obliged by ill health to withdraw for a time from
his laborious and faithful work at the Pine Ridge
Agency, Dakota. His present address is Cambridge N. Y.
GRINT, '81. Alfred P. Grint has received the
degree of Ph.D.
HENDERSON, '82. The engagement of Ernest
F. Henderson to the daughter of Baron Bunsen
-0f Berlin, is announced.
RICHARDSON, '82. Frank Richardson has
been elected President of the Board of Trade,
Auburn, N. Y.
WATSON, '82. The Rev. S. N. Watson has
received the degree of Doctor of Divinity from
the University of Iowa.
PARSONS, '83. Married, in Hoosick Falls,
N. Y., June 29th, Hinsdill Parsons and Miss
Jessie M. Burchard.
BUCKLEY, '84. The Rev. F. D. Buckley has
accepted the rectorship of St. Andrew's Church,
St. Johnsbury, Vt.
PURDY, '&4. The address of E. L. Purdy is
Room 188, No. 1 Broadway, N. Y.
ANDREWS,' 84. C. M. Andrews has been appointed assistant professor of History in Bryn
Mawr College. He has been taking a course
-0f lectures in History, Politics and Literature
at Johns Hopkins for the last three years.
He was appointed fellow last year and took his
degree of Ph.D. this June.
VANZILE, '84. E. S. Van Zile's novel: "The
Last of the Van Slacks," has appeared in book
form. He has also written a novelette entitled
the "Magnetic Man," to be published by a syndicate of newspapers.
LOBDELL, MITCHELL, '85. On the 31st of
May, the Rev. F. D. Lobdell and the Rev. S. S.
Mitchell were ordained to the priesthood at
Grace Church, New Haven, Conn.

GIESY, '85. S. Herbert Giesy is practicing
law in Washington, D. C.
CUNNINGHAM, 185. John R. Cunningham is
in the National State Bank, Terra Haute, Ind.
Rev. Archibald Codman is building a handsome new church at Roslindale.
MITCHELL, '85. Rev. Samuel S. Mitchell of
Middletown, Conn., is taking a much needed
rest from his arduous labors and is spending a
month's vacation at Litchfield.
NEELEY, '85. Albert D. Neeley is in the office
of the Union Mutual Life Ins. Co., at their
headquarters in Portland, Me.
MILLER, '85. Sidney T. Miller is practicing
law in Detroit. He is attorney for the Detroit
Horse R. R. Co.
LOOMIS, '85. H. B. Loomis has been appointed a Fellow in Johns Hopkins University.
RussELL, '85. Married; in Plymouth, N. H.,
May 21st, Frank Fenner Russell and Miss Ada
Frances Robie. Mr. and M.rs. Russell will reside at Grove Terrace, Putnam, Conn.
LILIENTHAL, '86. Hermann Lilienthal was ordained to the Diaconate by Bishop Williams on
the fifth day of June, in the church of the Holy
Trinity, Middletown, Conn. His address is
Manville, R, I.
WOLCOTT, '86. F. H. Wolcott has completed
his studies at the College of Physicians and
Surgeons, and received the degree of M. D.
His address is Roosevelt Hospital, N. Y.
BEERS, '86. G. E. Beers won the Jewell
prize of $50 at the Yale Law School. He was
graduated magna cum laude.
OLMSTEAD, '87. W. B. Olmstead will teach
at St. Mark's School next year.
PURDY, '88. C. E. Purdy was one of the
board of examiners at the annual examinations
of the St. Mary's School, Faribault, Minn.
BARBER, '88. W. W. Barber will teach at St.
Mark's School next year.
PADDOCK, BRINLEY, '88. Paddock is to teach
at St. Paul's next year. Brinley also, will continue teaching there.
COMFORT, '89. B. F. Comfort is principal of
one of the largest schools in Detroit. He has
eighteen teachers under him, making his position a very responsible one.
TALCOTT, '90. A. B. Talcott intends to study
in the Art Students' League in New York next
year, after which he will probably pursue his
studies at Paris.
Among the Alumni who were present at the
· college during commencement week were:
Messrs. Marvin, '39; Graves,' 50; Scudder, '75 ;
Chapin, '74; Smyth. '74; Loveridge, '80;
Coster, ,87; Kane, '75 ; Barton, '69; Cady, '60:
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Lewis, '6z ; Murray, '69 ; Beers, 'BG ; Ingersoll, '83 ; Downes, '47 ; Quick, '58 ; Curtis, 62 ;
Curtis, '7 5 ; Harding, '79 ; Vibberts, '68 ; Cook,
'79; Harriman. '72; George, '77; Mulcahey, 42;
and Curtis, Wilcox, Chapman and Grin t of 'Bo.
The Glee Club will be represented at Camp
Trinity by an Octette composed of the following
men : 1st Tenors: Humphries, Cary; 2nd
Tenors : W. Pressey, Finch; 1st Bass : Warren,
Coleman ; 2nd- Bass : Smith, E. Pressey. The
Octette will probably be reinforced by the· old
Glee Club men : Waters, Shannon, Scott and
Crawford.
As far as ascertained the '89 men expect to be
occuP.ied as follows this summer:Millard is going into service as a lay reader at
Rockport, Mass.
Sullivan expects to engage in journalistic
work in Detroit. ·
Remington is to be engaged in the New York
Mission Work.
Vanderpoel has entered the employ of the
Weed Sewing Macnine Company for the
summer.
The following graceful and appreciative comment is taken from the F"rdham M"nthly:
Many familiar faces were absent from among
the ranks of the Trinity boys. The jolly, goodnatured countenance of Shannon, the famous
pitcher, and Barber, the sturdy little catcher,
and Brinley, the old second base man and Captain, were hunted for in vain. But those that
filled their places did so as only Trinity boys
can.
. UNDERGRADUATES.

Mallory, '92 and M. Wright, '91 took part in
the tournament for the championship of New
England, held at New Haven, June 16th.
They expect to enter the following tournaments
this summer : Englewood, N. J. ; Narragansett ;
South Hampton, L. I.; and Sewport.
E. McCook, '90, Business Editor of the
TABLET will be at Niantic this summer.
J. H. Greene. '92, will go into business next
year, probably in the West.
Luther, '90, is at work in the Conn. Mutual
Life Ins. Co.
Dingwall, '91, will probably play base ball
with an amateur club in Detroit this summer.
R. LeB. Lynch. 90, has taken a foot
ball home with him to practice for quarter-back
next year.
Scudder, '91, is still suffering from his gymnasium accident.
His arm has had to be
broken again.
Potter, '92, intends' going abroad this summer.
He will enter Harvard next fall.
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H. B. Scott, '78, is residing in Colorado for
his health.
G. S. Huntington, '81, has been appointed
Professor of Anatomy, at the College of
Physicians and Surgeons, N. Y.
B. Gallaudett, 'Bo, has received the appointm~nt _of surgeon to th.e Vanderbilt clinic, an institution connected with the above college.
F. E. Miller, '81, is the visiting surgeon of S.
John's Hospital, N. Y. He also is surgeon in
the nose and throat department in the Vanderbilt clinic.
L. F. Warner, '86, graduated this year from
the College of Physicians and Surgeons with
high h?~ors. H~ al.so passed successfully the
competitive exammatlon for S. Luke's Hospital
The plans of the various members of '89 for
the future are as follows :
Williams, Millard, Sullivan and Chase will go
to the Cambridge Theological Seminary.
Beers expects to return next year as assistant
in the laboratory.
Frye enters the Harvard Law School in the
fall.
Kramer, Sennett and Noyes will enter the
General Theological Seminary, N. Y.
Schutz will go into business with Dwight
Skinner & Co., Hartford.
'
Tuttle expects to enter the Columbia School
of Architecture.
Scudder is going to the Columbia Law
School.
Scott enters the Columbia School of Mines
and after graduation is to enter the employ of a
Montana Smelting Company .

TREASURERS' REPORT
FOR THE PAST YEAR.

E. N. Scott, in account with Trinity College
Tennis Association:
DR.

Oct. 1z, 1888, To entrance fees to tournament,

$10.00

CR.

Oct. u, 1888. By I doz. tennis balls,
" Balance,

$4.00
6.oo

Total,

$ro.oo

T. A. Conover, in account with Trinity College Athletic Ascociation:
•
1888-'89.
DR.
To amount brought forward, $15.34
" initiation fees and dues,
66.oo
" subscriptions,
72.00
" entrance fees, sale of programmes, etc.,
9.80

Total,

$163.14
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As Mr. Simonds does not append the letters
Ph.D. to his name the application would
seem to have been unsuccessful ·Nevertheless, it is a very compact and laborious collection of all the facts connected with the
poet's life, and a peculiar but rather mechanical analysis of his poems. It seems inevitable that everything written in Germany
should lack completeness and finish of literary
form and fulness of artistic sympathy, and at
the same time overflow with points, facts and
dates. Wyatt is one of the most picturesque
figures among the Elizabethans, or prreElizabethans, and it seems strange that anyone could have written a monograph on him
without showing some symyathy with the
man. As an encyclopedic store-house of
REC"EIPTS.
facts, the book will prove invaluable to any•
Balance brought forward,
$57.94
one who wishes to write the life of Wyatt.
Guarantee~received,
150.00
(Boston: D. C. Heath & Co.)
Subscriptions,
242.05
Gate receipts and ground rent, 131.20
A Gulde to tke Study of Nineteentk CenReceived from Base Ball Associtury Authors is the title of a very useful little
ation,
3.80
book by Louise Manning Hodgkins, ProfesReceived from Dramatic Associsor of English Literature in Wellesley Colation,
45 .oo
lege.
It is a rather full summary of in
Total,
$629.99
teresting facts in regard to the lives and
E~PENDITURES.
works of the leading English and American
Guarantees paid,
Skno.oo
authors of the century, ranging from Sir
Dutton for ground care,
22.50
Walter Scott to Matthew Arnold, and from
Landon, referee,
9.50
Washington Irving to James Russell Lowell.
Ground rent,
140.00
As it is a bare summary, taken probably
Brine,
66. 75
from
the heads of lecfores, it is hardly interExpenses of trips,
2 2 7. 57
esting reading, but as a book of reference will
P. H. Smith, 'busses,
14.50
undoubtedly prove very valuable. The
Advertising,
11.00
Coburn, for lime,
2.00
list of selected books of reference on each
Pomeroy,
7.50
author is a particularly valuable feature, emSundries
6.29
bracing the leading magazines as well as the
Total,
more comprehensive works published in book
Receipts,
form. (Boston: D. C. Heath & Co.)
Expenditures,
1888-'89

CR.

By printing programmes, etc., $18.50
" delegate's expenses to Boston,
7.50
" scent and prizes for hare
and hounds
5.00
" prizes for gymnasium exhibition,
17 .oo
" hammer handles and jumping strips,
4.75
'' Worcester team's expenses, 78.35
" N. E. I. A. A. dues,
15.00
" balance,
1 7.04
Total,
$163.14
T. A. CONOVE~, Treasurer.
G. P. Coleman, in account with T. C. FootBall Association :

BOOKS RECEIVED.

Balance,
$12.38
Memory T,-aining, by William L. Evans,
The above statements examined and found M. A. New York: A. S. Barnes & Co.
correct.
Freytag's Die Yournalisten, by Walter D.
R. McCLELLANP BRADY,
Auditing Toy, M. A. New York : A. S. Barnes &
R. H. HUTCHINS,
Committee. Co.
T. P. THURSTON,
Elementary Psyckology, by Daniel Putnam,
M. A.
New York and Chicago : A. S.
Barnes & Co.
·
LITERARY NOTICES.
0/JservaUon Lessons on Common Mineralf,
Sir Tkomas Wyatt and his Poems. This by Henry Lincoln Clapp. Boston : D. C.
little brochure is the thesis presented to the Heath & Co.
Old Soutk Leaflets (Nos I 5 and I 6). BosU nivcrsity of Strasburg by Mr. William E.
ton
: D. C. Heath & Co.
Simonds, for the acquisition of his doctorate.
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THE RICHMOND STRAIGHT CUT No, I CIGARETTES
are made from the brightest, most delicately flavored and
)highest cost Gold Leaf grown in Virginia.

This is the

Old and Ortgtnal bran,l of Straight Cut Cigarettes,
and was brought out by us in the year 1875.

Beware of Imitations, and observe that the
AS BELOW

FIRM NAME

is on every package.

ALLEN & GINTER, Manufacturers, Richmond, Virginia.

$5 and $6

f;;u;~~i~~F is Immense, Horsfall & Rot bsc~ild,

Having all the style and appearance of regular
goods. Our line of

HATIERS AND

$10

.

ENG:.~~l~d~t?ac~~n'!:~1~~!:.~~GS Mens' Outfitters,
Good Style and

Finish

AGENTS FOR YOU MAN'S AND KNOX'S HATS.

AT LOW PRICES.
Shirt Makers. Complete line or Athletic
Suits.

JAMES CLARKE,
Hartford, Conn.

73 Asylum Street,

93 and 95 ASYLUM ST., HARTFORD.

Buy V our Shoes
-OF-

Manufacturel'5 &
Importers of

FowLER & SAN Souc1

CHEMICALS
-AND-

33 1 Main Street.

Chemical Apparatu

WOOD~ARD & CO.,

1105, 1107,
1109, and 1111 Third
Ave,, New York.

SUCCKSSORS TO

BIST QUALITY or
APPAR!TUS

SEYMS & CO ••

Choice .Family Groceries, ·
217

MAIN ST. HARTFORD, CONN.
-USE-

CHARLES A. RAPELYE,
o

o o APOTHECARY, o 0
Hartford, Conn.
325 Main Street,
PRESCRIPTIOSS A SPECIALTY.

Hartford Smelling -Salts,
MANUFACTURED BY

T. SISSON & CO.,

HARTFORD.

25c. a Bottle. Postpaid 3oc.

A large line of Toilet Goods.

ORGILL

0

'

... . . . . .. ..... .. .. .
. ..

BEST

PHOTOGRAPHER

IN THE CITY.

SPECIAL RATES TO S1'UDENTS.

Go t;o OHAS. R-. II.ART &

Cor. Main and Pearl Sts., Hartford.

00., for your

CARPETS, DRAPERIES AND SHADES.

Largest assortment in the city and at Lowest Prices.
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.-.a.1•~•G.
Alf~- B~JIDI.G.
dUege ~ ataloeues~ ~iety'Pub,ications. Address.ea. Poems, ~•lo~cal

furnfshfn&

Unsurpassed facilitiei for
'

6'~

· Hiitc,· . 1 Work Library C.tatopes. Etc.
•
;BQO~-~J:Nµ~(i..
~

.

and

•,a

lluch attention is ~n:n to misi:eftaneoui Blndinc and ~rin1. Old Covffl strea"',thened .std re11tored. The work in this cleputmettt
includes the entire bindinc_ and rel!:lirintt for aome of the leadm1 libraries ia this country, lnforiaatton reaudina any proposed •otka; die
probable upense, etc., will at all times lie furailhod.
·
·

THE CASE; LOCKWOOD & BRAINARD CO., PRINTERS, BINDERS.,
And Manufacturers of Blank Books, .. American" Diaries. and Records,

HART)fORD, CONN.

ROBERT G~~VJ:E,

.·. ·.·:A,. ·.·MARWIOK,·:.JR,::&.·:OQ,.·.·:
PARK DRUG STORE

(Successor to Wm. A. Garvie.)

PRACTICAL PlUMBfR

&GAS FITTER.

GAS FIXTURES A SPECIALTY.
CIGARS, CIGARETTES, Wines and Liquon for Family and Med-

No. 12 Mulberry Street, Hartford, Conn.

icinal uses. Toilet and faacy articles.

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Specs,

Hartford, Conn.

376 Asylum Street,

One Block from Union Depot,

and Eyeglaues Repaired and Warranted to please, at

LOUIS GUNDLACH & SON,
Successors to DEMING & GUNDLACH,
20 STATE STREET.

BTUA.H..T.
PHOTOGRAPHIC SITTINGS QUICK AS LIGHTNING.
U,-The most difficult subjects solicited..JB
Special attention to those connected with Trinity. and other
Institutions of Leaming.
275 MAIN STREET,
HARTFORf', CONN.

CAMPAIGN PAINTING-

Tra.naparenoies, Flags, Procesaion Ba.nner~,&o.
General Painters and Sign Makers.

J?RESTON &

KENYON.

125 Pearl strHt. Cor, Tnmbull.

-THOROUGH INSPECTIONSAND

Insurance ~inst loss or damage to property and loss of
bfe and injury to persons caused by

Steam• Boiler • Explosions.

Law's Restaurant,
381 MAIN STREET, HARTJ'ORD;
. This is the most convenient place for Students to Lunch. Everything served in the best l)O"ible manner and at lowest prices,

SUPPER, 25 CENTS.
Elegant Private Dining Rooms can be engaied for Dinner Parties,

J. M, ALLEN,

President.
WM. B. FRANKLIN, Vrce-President.
• B. ALLEN 2d Vice-President.
J. B. PIERCE, Secretary and Treasurer.

---ANDRUS & N.£DELE,--»B.a.L•1ta IN

SHOT GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS,
Fishing Tackle, Base Ball and Tennis Goods and Sporting Goods
Generally.
-FINE RODS MADE TO ORDER A SP.l!:CIALTY.RBP.lIRING PRO:IPTLY DONE,

Hartford, Conn.

256 Asylum Street,

KOCH'S CAFE,

What is Wanted?

FASRID?tABLE TAIL~RING AT MODERATE f!ICES.

As usual, we open the season with a larger display o(
seasonable cloths than any other house in the city.
Business Suits to Order, Foreign or Domestic, from trS.oo
Dress Suits to Order,
"
"
25.00
Trouse9S to order,
"
''
5.00
Spring Overcoats to Order,
"
"
15.00

Sporting and Bicycle Suits a Specialty,

NICOLL,

THE TAILOR,
50, 52 and o4 Asylum Street.

388 Asylum Street,

$traits, etJJops anb 6a1ne.
-Welch Rarebit.

COMPLETE STOCK OF
WINES AND IMPORTED CIGARS·

Golden Buck
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Trinity College.
This College was chartered by the State of Connecticut in 1823, and as this result was chiefly due to the
activity and sagacity of the Rt. Rev. Bishop Brownell, he may justly be regarded as its founder. This College
does only college work. There is no divinity, law, medical or other professional school connected with it,
as it is intended to give a Liberal Education, adapted to fit young men to enter most advantageously upon
the study of the Learned ProfeBBions or a BusineBB Career after graduation. Its course of study is therefore
conservative, adhering to that system which long experience has shown be to most effective. In all essential
respects its course of study is similar to that of the leading American Colleges, its requirements for admission with
those at Harvard and the eleven associated Colleges, of which this College is one, according to the schedule
adopted by them some years ago. Its situation is elevated, commanding a beautiful view,·and very salubrious. Its
buildings are new and unsurpassed for convenience and comfort.

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION.
The College offers four Courses of instruction, Tiz.: I. A CouRBE

IN

ARTS; 11. lA CouBBE IN LETTERS AND

Sc1ENc.s:; 111. A CouBs:& IN ScutNCE; IV. A CouBBE IN LETTERS;
The courses extend over four years, with the exception of the Course in Science, which is completed in three
years.
Students completing the Course in Arts receive the degree of Bachelor of Arts. Students completing the
Course in Letters and Science, or the Course in Science, receive the degree of Bachelor of Science.
Students who do not propose to pursue all the studies of any of the regular courses are permitted, under the
name of Special Students, to recite with any claBB in such studies as, upon examination, they are found qualified
to pursue.

SCHOLARSHIPS.
There are numerous Scholarships. These differ in value, some remitting the charge for tuition, and others
both the charge for tuition and that for room-rent in whole or in part. For holders of Scholarships remit-

ting the entire charges for tuition and room-rent, the Tr~urer's bills are reduced to $!7.50; and the necessary expense of such students including board and other personal items will not exceed $250 or ,soo a year.
The Examinations for admission will be held this year at the College, in New York, Philadelphia, Detroit,
Chicago, San Francisco, and other cities, (due notice of which will be given) on June 24th, 2~th and 26th, and
also a second time at the College on Sept. 17th, 18th and 19th.
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LIGHT ROADSTER SAFETY.
Our own #lakt, a11d Warranltd in t'lltry nspttl.
The only hou~ in the St11te devnted entirely to the
manufacture of Fun. Seal Skin Ga.rments a Speoialt7.

41 and 45 Pratt Str~et, Hartford, Coan.

--THE--

-For :Business and. Professional Ken,-

·Washington Steam Laundry
W, E. PIERCE, Proprietor,

The Positive Steering Spring Fork, Unchanging Wheel
556 Main Street, Hartford, Conn~
Base, New Detachable Link Chain tested to 2.000 pounds ·
the New Model Columbia Fn.me, Ball Bearings all around:
Students' laundry called for and delivered twice a week
Ball Bearing Socket, Sleeting Head, Seamless Tubular
Felloes, and ·Columbia Tangent Spokes, place the Colum•
bia Light Roadster Safety far in advance of all other
Safeties.

--JL{ST.

OBN.}-2----

----

ARTIST IN MODKRN

P.1:i~~?~.~~~-~y. • • • • • •

\Veed Sewing Machine Co.,
General Apnta for Connecticut.

Btst M ateria/s I

Lattst Itnjrofltd Methods I
You can earn 160 to 1160 per
month darin your vacation
selling our specialties in
~ can give 1ituations to fifty good enei:i,etic men for the summer, or permanently if
they wish, and would hke to hear from any who MllAN BUSIN&SS.
The work i1 quickly learned-is easy, healthful and profitable, Our
beat salesmen have been students who have taken up the work during vacation. Send for terms.
McMANAMON & LUETCHFOR~ 1
Nurserymen, Rochester, .N • Y.

VACATION
NanerJ Stock.

De Lamater's,

Low and Popular Prices,

Fintst Wori,,,ansllip I

368 Main St., Hartford, Conn,
!

JOHN KENNEDY & SON,
MERCHANT TAILORS,

15 PRATT STREET,

Best Effects in Photography.

Under the United States Hotel,

Hartford.

FIRST FLOOR STUDIO.

ASK FURNISHERS
FOR OUR

SILK SHIRTS.
OUR LINE OF •. ••
TRAD&

BLAZERS •. ·.

IS VERY LARGE

RELIABLE MARK.
MADE ONLY BY

BROKAW MFG. CO.,
NEWBURGH, N. Y.
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HOTEL

Silver Plated Ware.

CAPITOL,

Manufacturers of the" ANCHOR BRAND" of

Main St. & Capitol Ave.

The BEST in the W"ORLD !

THE WM, ROGERS MFG. CO.

~ }lOGEllS' SILVE~ PLATE.
Established in 186l5 by 'WM. ROGERS.

· Hartford, - Conn.

A Complete Line of HOLLOW WARE and FLAT
TABLE WARE for Sale at Reasonable Prices.

Absolutely First-class.
HOTEL CAPITOL.

0. A.

Salesroom and Factory,

SWAN.

~ E . HAUSMAN,--"N>

n n&,

MANUFACTURli.R OF

Hartford.

13 PRATT STREF.T,

-

-

PURE D CONFECT:IONER-Y
And ICE CREAM.
- Student Trade Solicited 71 Main Street,

Hartford, Conn.

- J OH N COOlY.tBS,-

iTC>EElST Df.l:E:::C..RC>S:l!J.

-

66 Market Street,

HARTFORD, CONN,

CHARLES McMANU~
- o .DENTIST, o - -

75 Main Street,

XI

~ fJ.O fU ST,J,-o--

Hartford, Coan.

Established, J 876.
Ptants, Cut Flott•ets a11d Floral Dtsigns.
IMPORTED CIGARS OF ALL KINDS.
ROSES A SPECIAL TY.
Elderberry Wine, Carifomia Wines, Red Current Wine,
Greelhouea. 118 Bent= Bt.
Mackie's Ginl?er Wine, Champagne of all Popular Brands, Store, ~38 K&!D street, cor. Grove.
Telepho!1• Connectfon,
Bass Ale McEwen's Scotch Ale, London Porter, Holland
Gin Fre~ch Brandies, Scotch Whiskies, Jamaica Rum, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Roi;~ and Co.'a Lime Juice.

LARNED

-AT-

-

&

HATCH,

-DEALERS IN-

- SOBY'S,- -

FIN E CIG1\l!S,
Smokers' A r#cles, etc.

~~

Gentlr1nen's Finest Shoes

*

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Shoes for Dress and Even-ing Wear,
In all the Newest Designs,

Meerschaum Goods of all kinds

CUSTOM

A SPECIALTY.

w ORK

A

SPECIALTY.

Hartford. - - - - 3 9 1 Mab Street.----

349 Main Street.

\

F

PREMIERE QUALITE,
OUR NEW CIGARETTE.
As the result of long labor and careful study we have this superb Cigarette to offer. It cannot be
surpa§Sed in purity or excellence; and is a novelty, unique, chaste and dainty. It is from the highest
cost Virginia and North Carolina leaf. THE FINHST SMOKING MIXTURES are of OUR MANUFACTURE.
15 First Prize Medal1.
WM. S. KIMBALL & Co,, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ENVELOPES
Writing Pape~, Fancy- Boxes,
Books, Diaries,

FI .NE

P. H. SMITH,
HARTFORD, CONN.

LIVERY HACK. BOARDING AND SALE STABLES

Blank

PRI.NTINGI

Wholesale and R~tail, at the Extensive Manufactory

OMNIBUSSES A SPECIALTY.
167 to 172 Main Street.

LLOYD I
**** :

Plimpton

Manufactur_ing

Pearl Street,

- BartforlS, Cmm.

FANCY LIGHTING AND POSING.
Crayon, India Ink, Pastclle and Water Color Portraits a Specialty,

COMPANY,
250

-LE.A.DING-

PHOTOGRAPHER,

21i l'ra.tt street,

OF THE

Orders by Telephone.

Hartford, Conn.

-

Entirt Esta6lisli,nmt on First Floor.-

THE

XII

TRINITY TABLET.

0, H, OAS~,
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IMPORTER OF
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Jiantonbs & Jrrcious Stours
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FRENCH CLOCKS, ONYX TOP TABLES,
BRONZES AND VASES.

~

• -·•·····
r ., · , , .· , , ,~ ·
~
~··••n
.··.·J·······•.
' ', ·:, t ,
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Sp a cial Attention paid ta Fine Watch and J ewelry

~

<.:.i

l',

.. ~ ~

-

'

-·

ISSUES

SCtTND and
EQt1I'r ABLE

POLICIES UNDER ITS
- SAFETY FUND SYSTEM,HILLS BLOCK,
335 MAIN STREET.
at a6011t one-half of ordinary life rates.
Pays Two THOUSAND dolJars per day for
Base Ball, Foot Ball,
death losses. Insures
·
T WENTY-FIVE THOUSAND
LAWN TENNIS, CROQUET,
Policy- H olders for SIXTY-Two MILLION
FISHING TACKLE, INDIAN CLUBS
dollars. Get a Hartford Life Policy and you
"GET THE BEST."
Boxing Gloves, Running Shoes,
STEPHEN BALL, Sec.
A. T. SMITH, Sup't of Agencies.
Rape.iring,

And a full assortment of

Athletic and Gymnasium Goocls.

A. H. Pomeroy, 2 20 Asylum St.

ALLTNH8USE DRUGSTORR
Sole qent11 for

111 11

s

BoN Bo1:ta

- ---------- - ----

Alm CB0C0U TIS.

@

142

F• 8CB ROEDE RI i9
MANUFACTURER OF

_.,•• Coafeot&•••~Y,
373 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.

W-ILLIAM H . P OST & CO .

GRAN D OPE NI NG
OF

PHILO W .

NEWTON.

Asylum Street, Cor. Trumbull.

J. J. , 001t
r

a co.}-sl---

~-.·~ HARD AND SOFT WOOD :·.•:.

"
For Grate, Stove and Kindlings, by the Barrel or Cord.

COAL;
Best Quality Lehigh (Sugar Loaf) and Lackawanna for
Domestic Purposes,

Carpets, Curtains and Paper Hangings, at the
· New and Spacious Store,
Office: 278 Main St., Trust Co.'s Building.
No. 428 and 430 MAIN STREET.
Rich Carpetings, consisting of Axminster, Moquettes, GEMMILL, BURNHAM & 00.
Wilton and Body Brussels, with Borders to match. Turkish and Smyrna Rugs, Curtains and Curtain Goods, Shades
.and Paper Hangings.

WILLIAM H. POST & CO.,
428 & 430 MAIN ST.,
HARTFORD, CONN.

J. H. ECKHARDT,
MANUFACTURER OF ALL KINDS OF

- - -PICTURE FRAMES,- - -

M ~rohant T ailors,
Manufacturers and Retailers of

FINE READY-MADE CLOTHING.
-DRESS SUITS TO RENT,-

64, 66 AND 68 ASYLUM ST,, HARTFORD, CONN,

--c>._. D. A. SPE.AR,.-..-

~ jf{oriJlt. ~
No• 242 Asylum Street,

AND DEALERS IN

HARTFORD, CONN.

Cut Flowers am1Floral German Favours
PICTURES FRAMED TO ORDER AT SHORT NOTICE.

281 to 237 Main Street,

Hartford, Oonn,

A SPl:CIALTY,

Telephone Connection.

